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Motivation
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Belle collaboration measured the !"!# → %&"'%&#,  a peak was determined as:
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This resonance is firstly observed in 
?"?#@ 2B line-shape and named by 
Y(4660), with higher mass: 4664 ± 12
MeV/cK and narrow width: 48 ± 15 MeV
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Motivation
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BESIII will take data above 4.6 GeV, to precisely establish this resonance and 
reliably incorporate threshold effect and Y(4660) contribution, more discussion 
on the data-taking plan is needed.

Different trends between the measurement of  BESIII and Belle collaboration:
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Current data-taking plan
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500 pb#$ at 4.62, 4.64, 4.66, 4.68 and 4.70 GeV, respectively



Fit the expected line-shape
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Assuming decreasing 34/36 from threshold:
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Data above 4.6 GeV is obtained from 
the interpolation of  Belle’s results, 
total uncertainty is about 6.3%



Fit the expected line-shape
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Assuming decreasing !"/!$ from threshold:

Different cross section results at 4.61 GeV will change the fitted value 
of  %& and '&
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Fit the expected line-shape
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Assuming decreasing contribution from threshold effect:
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%? and %I are fixed during the fit

Data above 4.6 GeV is obtained from 
the interpolation of  Belle’s results, 
total uncertainty is about 6.3%



Fit the expected line-shape
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Different cross section results at 4.61 GeV will change the fitted value 
of  !" and #"
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 0.002± = 4.637 0M
 0.005±  = 0.069 0G
 5.05±   = 30.78 f 

Assuming decreasing contribution from threshold effect:



Conclusion
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• Fits on expected !"!# → %&"%̅&# cross sections are performed

• More reasonable models are needed to describe the threshold 

effects above 4.6 GeV and incorporate it with Y(4660) state

• More data between 4.60-4.62 GeV, e.g. 10 pb#* at 4.61 GeV, may 

impose more strict constraints on possible fit models

Thanks for your attention!


